The hearing system in newborns from the Upper Silesia. Assessment of TEOAE depending on selected parameters of delivery disorders.
Transient evoked otoacoustic emission (TEOAE) is an accepted test for screening of the cochlea function in newborns. In this study 300 newborns was tested using TEOAE, as well as analysing such parameters as birth weight, Apgar scale, bilirubinaemia. The study indicated the tendency of TEOAE to decrease in newborns with low birth weight and low Apgar scores. Hyperbilirubinaemia seems to have an influence on cochlea function monitored by TEOAE, especially if there were simultaneously low Apgar scores. A similar tendency, although slightly stronger, was observed in the preterm newborn group. TEOAE seems to be a good method of recording the negative influence on the cochlea activity such factors as low birth weight and asphyxia. Hyperbilirubinaemia with asphyxia acts upon the cochlea similarly. All these tendencies were observed more strongly in the preterm newborn group. It is concluded that TEOAE analysis demonstrated its utility as a screening test assessing the hearing state in newborns, additionally the associations of cochlea activity was found with a few parameters of delivery disorders.